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Control station, Cement Plant in Rüdersdorf, © CEMEX

FOREWORD

HENNING WEBER
MANAGING DIRECTOR
CEMEX ZEMENT GMBH

DEAR READER
The name EMAS not only stands for The management system implemented
an environmental management sys at the Rüdersdorf location includes a
tem with a continuous improvement bundle of measures that will be im
process, but also for its regular audit plemented in a coordinated fashion
by an approved technical expert as in order to achieve the operational
well as informing the public.
environmental conservation as an
Eighteen years ago, we decided to overarching objective.
invest in this system and since then
For this, specific products are im
have used it in our efforts to entirely plemented at the location; we will be
fulfil the demanding German environ reporting about these in this environ
mental standards and to ensure that mental statement. You will receive a
the Rüdersdorf location has a verifi lot of important information about our
able level of environmental protection. current environmental performance,
With topics such as energy effi the most significant environmental
ciency, conservation of resources, aspects and key figures as well as
careful use of water, reduction of recent modifications to our facilities.
carbon emissions, ensuring biolog
We hope that this brochure meets
ical diversity, or the sustainability of your expectations and we wish you
products, we find ourselves directly lots of enjoyment reading it. We look
in the middle of society's great topi forward to receiving your feedback.
cal debates. Through our efforts and Please contact us with any questions.
know-how, we are attempting to as
sist a sustainable development.

Henning Weber
Vice President Cement
Operation & Technology

RON TAUBER
HEAD OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
CEMEX DEUTSCHLAND AG

Ron Tauber
Head of Environmental
Protection
Cemex Deutschland AG
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RÜDERSDORF
CEMENT LOCATION
The history of the Rüdersdorf location is
largely defined by the manufacturing of cement,
which began back in 1885.
The development of the Rüdersdorf terms of both process and environmen
location is closely tied to the local tal technology for cement production.
limestone deposits. This only devel Through continuous process and cost
oped limestone deposit in the north analyses and corresponding invest
east of Germany has been used for ments, it has been possible for us to
over 750 years for the manufacturing retain this status until today.
of building materials. Over the centu
With approx. 300 employees and
ries, this has led to a distinctive min a significant requirement in mainte
ing tradition at the site. The history of nance work and service provision, the
the location is preserved in a mining cement plant is an important employer
association and through a building in the Rüdersdorf region, and a sig
materials industry museum. At the nificant industrial site in the state of
same time, this helps bring the active Brandenburg. The company also main
mining closer to the public.
tains a highly regarded training centre,
Cement was first manufactured which was restructured in 2015 and
in Rüdersdorf in 1885. Since then, adapted to meet modern vocational
the capital city of Berlin and the sur training requirements. At the current
rounding area – as well as locations time approx. 45 apprentices work at
further away – have been provided our site in Rüdersdorf. The appren
with cement.
ticeship professions include trucker,
The various cement plants and the electrician, industrial mechanic, build
related emission of dust affected the ing materials tester, office manager,
face and reputation of this location.
logistics specialist and automotive
The production volume, for which in mechatronics technician.
1987 11 kilns were still required, is now
In 2016, the Rüdersdorf site became
manufactured in one, very effective the HQ of CEMEX Deutschland AG.
kiln system. It was put into operation The open-pit limestone mine is located
in 1995 as part of the modernisation at the eastern city limits of Berlin in
of the entire plant, which focused on Rüdersdorf, which is located be
the operation of just one production tween the town districts of Rüdersdorf
site. At that time, the plants were up and Herzfelde. The mine has a total
graded to reflect the state of the art in length of approx. four kilometres and

a width of one kilometre. The supply
is secured for the next 45 years and
mining will occur almost exclusively
deep within the mine.
The cement plant is situated on the
north-eastern edge of the mine and is
only separated from it through the B1/5
federal highway. The factory grounds
comprise and area of 60 hectares. It
is part of a larger industrial park.
The western edge of the factory
grounds borders Herzfelde, with the
first single-family homes located im
mediately after a smaller agricultural
area. Much further to the north, you’ll
encounter the Rüdersdorf district of
Hennickendorf.

RÜDERSDORF CEMENT PLANT

CEMENT PLANT
OPEN-PIT MINE

1 Aerial view
2 Museum park
3 Headquarters of CEMEX Deutschland AG
© CEMEX
4 Location map, © openstreetmap.de
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SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY –
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AS DRIVING FACTOR
They keep changing at a quicker rate: the challenges
that we face from our globalized world, the expectations
of our stakeholder groups in finding a sustainably
operating company, and their importance to our company.
For this reason, we have adjusted the targets within
our sustainability strategy. The result is a set of tailormade instruments for our company and its sustainable
development in the future.
Our declared goal is “building a better
future” for everyone who collaborates
with our company. The commitment for
sustainability is embedded in our cor
porate strategy and is an integral part
of all our business activities. CEMEX
offers products and building solutions
that demand a more sustainable con
struction method. At the same time, we
contribute to the development of our
local community and to society as a
whole. We are aware of our responsi
bility and want to establish an added
value for our stakeholder groups and
for our company.
Sustainability has many aspects – it
represents a highly complex task for
a company. Our sustainability strat
egy specifically determines how we
can act in order to become a more
sustainable company.

At CEMEX Germany, we are focused
on four specific goals that we have di
vided into 12 priorities. Out of the 12
priorities, we derive specific targets
and projects for all areas of our value
added chain.
Using this strategy, our company
roots its sustainability concepts deep
within its social activities in Germany
and everywhere else where CEMEX
operates.

We want to fulfil the expectations and
needs of our stakeholder groups to
maintain our responsibility for the en
vironment as well as the needs of our
company. We are committed to this
and invest the time, expertise and fi
nancial resources in order to achieve
it. Our actions and our resources are
aligned in such a manner that they are
relevant for our business as well as
for our stakeholders.

THE FOUR GOALS OF OUR
SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY
Economy
We ensure the construction
of future-oriented, sustainable
cities and infrastructures.
Management
We embed our corporate values
in our day-to-day operations.

Environment We fight for an in
dustry that limits CO2 emissions
and uses resources efficiently.
Social responsibility
We develop effective measures
and approaches for supporting
communities.

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY

ECONOMY

SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

ENVIRONMENT

CORPORATE
MANAGEMENT

NATIONAL SOCIETAL CHALLENGES
Ailing infrastructures and
increasing urbanisation,
demographic change

Climate change, a dearth of
natural resources and the loss
of biological diversity

Social poverty, income
disparity, population ageing
and unemployment

Responsibly handling the
increasing expectations in the
private sector and demonstrating personal initiative

OUR SUSTAINABILITY GOALS
The construction of
future-oriented cities and
infrastructures

Enabling low carbon-
emissions and efficiently
using resources

Offer effective measures/
approaches for supporting
communities

Embed the values of
leadership, integrity and
collaboration in our activities

OUR 12 SUSTAINABILITY PRIORITIES
•• Sustainable products
and services
•• Solutions for affordable,
resource-conserving
and energy-efficient
buildings
•• Solutions for sustainable
and environmentally friendly
infrastructures

•• Optimization of our
carbon footprint through
the use of alternative fossil
fuels and raw materials,
renewable energies and
high efficiency
•• Ongoing reduction of the
emissions and improvement
of environmental protection

•• Actively supporting
the sustainable
development of our
communities
•• Supporting diversity and
helping people help themselves in our community

•• Health & Safety has the
highest priority
•• Satisfied customers and
responsible suppliers
•• Motivation and retention of
our employees
•• Strengthening of the business ethics, transparency
and the adherence to all
rules and laws

•• Protection of land, biological diversity and water

CREATE VALUES FOR SHAREHOLDERS AND STAKEHOLDER GROUPS
•• Improved competitiveness and diversified offers
for products, services and
solutions
•• Growth opportunities in new
market segments
•• Improved profitability of the
business model

•• Higher value of the natural
assets, in particular of our
land and usage area

•• A good neighbour and
supporter of community
development

•• Plannable costs for fuels,
energy and water

•• Societal acceptance of the
commercial activity

•• Safeguarded operating
license

•• Better perception as a
sustainable company
•• Satisfied customers and
reduced operational
risk through responsible
suppliers
•• Diversity of the employee
structure and increased
employee productivity
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CEMENT – THE BUILDING MATERIAL
FOR BUILDING, DESIGNING AND
PRESERVING
Even the Romans used it in order to create a substance similar to cement. With our
modern cement product, we offer customers the perfectly suited cement-technical
solutions for realizing sustainable building projects.
Using modern cements as a univer
sal, globally available building mate
rial for the manufacturing of concrete,
reinforced concrete and pre-stressed
concrete, we have been demonstrat
ing its performance for over 150 years
in all types of buildings. The history
of cement is a lot older and begins
with the Opus Caementitium – the
new construction technology intro
duced by the Romans more than
2,000 years ago. The characteristics
of cement have not just influenced the
buildings themselves, but particularly
the building technology, beginning
with the first compressed concrete
up to the high-performance concrete
used today.
Using cement in building construc
tion – based on characteristics listed
in the European and national stand
ards DIN EN 197, DIN EN 14216 or
DIN 1164 – is a reality we often take
for granted, but it also highlights the
wonderful possibilities available in
civil engineering.
“A shovel of sand and a shovel of
cement” – most everyone is familiar
with this “recipe for concrete”. The
majority of our customers use signif
icantly more demanding processing
technologies or have more stringent
demands in the characteristics of wet

or hardened concrete. Particularly with products on offer. Behind the term
ambitious, large-scale projects, the “PREFILL” and “PRESAFE” (special
importance of the wet concrete-rel structure/environmental technology),
evant characteristics has increased PREDUR (traffic areas) or PREMIX
dramatically.
(concrete building components), our
Based on the analysis of the tech products have already made a name
nological process in our customers’ for themselves.
manufacturing of cement, we have
introduced the application groups
PRODUCT ECOLOGY – THE
“Transport concrete”, “Concrete com
LIFECYCLE OF THE PRODUCTS
ponents”, “Special civil engineering/
environmental technology”, “traffic As a part of the value added chain
areas” and “structural engineering”. “concrete construction”, our products
At the same time, we can and were are an integral part of the usage cycle
able to analyse the respective prod for the buildings and building compo
uct requirements and could process nents, with a high level of responsibil
ity for the assurance of the planned
corresponding product offers.
Our product offer is thereby defined longevity and the sustainability of the
as the total of
construction.
Over the course of the past decades,
•• material plus
the environmental requirements have
significantly increased in the concrete
•• tested additional utility
construction. With the redevelopment
property plus
of Portland composite and blast-fur
•• service
nace cement, the cement industry has
Apart from their “standard” construc made a significant investment in se
tion-typical characteristics, our prod curing the future of this construction
ucts are often characterized by their method. The modern-day cements
verifiable utilization properties or the create the basis for new concrete
application-specific service.
with special characteristics. As one
Special products for special civil of the leading manufacturers of ce
engineering projects or the land im ment, aggregate mixtures, cement
provement complete our range of additives and transport concrete, we

City tunnel

are not only interested in developing
the integrated problem solving and
new solution approaches, but also
actively incorporate our own ideas.
The basis of our products is not
only the Portland-cement manufac
tured in-house. CEMEX cement has
the most comprehensive experience
in the application of granulated slag
as the main component of cement.
Granulated slag cement has a long
tradition of use in Germany and its
significance has grown extensively
in the last 15 years. The efforts to re
duce the carbon emissions are only
one aspect of this. What matters is the
application-technical characteristics
of the cement. Apart from Portland
cement clinker and granulated slag,
limestone flour as a main cement
component also plays a significant

role in the product offering. With the
CEM II/B cement encompassing gen
eral building supervisory approval
(AZ), in particular the requirement of
the transport cement industry are met.
In its application and usage of its ad
vantages, modern cements lead to
concretes with special application
properties and high performance. In
the area of infrastructure, for example,
in addition to the design challenges,
requirements are also placed on the
concretes from use, especially in the
supply and disposal pipelines of the
water industry and the power plants
in the energy industry, for example in
the event of an acid attack. In the last
few years, on the basis of blast furnace
and Portland slag cements, CEMEX
developed cements with increased
resistance to acids (ESW concrete).
The maintenance effort required for
the operator was therefore reduced
and the availability of the systems
were increased.
Traffic areas made of concrete have
proved their worth in the past years,
not only due to their long-term viability
and the comparably low operational
expenses. CEMEX cements for the
construction of concrete road surfaces,
for example CEM II/B-S 52,5 N (st) or
CEM III/A 42,5 N (st), ensure an effective

construction method. Current devel
opments are aligned to the applica
tion of CEM III/B 42,5 L-LH/SR/NA
within the framework of the construc
tion style “Thin asphalt pavement on
concrete”. Related to this, the target
is to achieve a significant extension
of the useful life of the load-bearing
concrete layer.
The use of recycling aggregates,
obtained from demolished concrete,
is a current challenge for the con
servation of our natural aggregate
resources and the reduction of the
environmental impact through the
transport of materials. In a construc
tion project for the new research and
laboratory building for life sciences at
Humboldt University in Berlin, only a
resource-saving concrete with recy
cled aggregates was used. Based on
the wishes of the Berlin Senate, the
project will be absolutely pioneering in
terms of public construction projects.
When considering the lifecycle of
the products, apart from the design
and the product application, things
such as supplier chains for raw ma
terials and auxiliary materials and
emissions through electric energy
are also considered. These are fur
ther described in the section “Indirect
Environmental Aspects”.

Parking lot with drain concrete at the Central Plant,
Rüdersdorf, © CEMEX
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THE CEMENT MANUFACTURING
PROCESS IN THE
RÜDERSDORF CEMENT PLANT

Drilling machine, limestone blending bed, raw mill, rotary drier with BP filter and coal silos,
brick silo, delivery by lorry, pallet cement bags, Central German Railway, © CEMEX

THE CEMENT MANUFACTURING PROCESS
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THE CEMENT PRODUCTION PROCESS RÜDERSDORF CEMENT PLANT
Simplified overview
Various
correction
materials
Raw
meal
Opencast mine
Vertical roller mill
Hot ash

Sand/
Granulated blast
furnace slag
Separator
Limestone
Limestone crusher

A

B

C

Circular pre-homo-storage
for limestone
Ball mills

1. RAW MATERIAL EXTRACTION

A GGBFS
B Limestone meal
C Sand meal

2. RAW MEAL PRODUCTION

1. EXTRACTION OF RAW MATERIALS

2. RAW MILLING

MINING OF RAW MATERIALS
The most important raw material component for the
manufacturing of cement is limestone, which is mainly
mined in an open-pit mine through the process of blast
ing. However, up to 20 per cent of the limestone can also
be mined using modern hydraulic-powered excavators
through a process known as tearing or ripping. This pos
sibility is used in locations that are near residential areas.

CORRECTION MATERIALS
Aside from the limestone, other raw material carriers such
as silicon, iron and aluminium as required as so-called
correction components for the setting of the overall raw
material mixture. Apart from primary raw materials such
as sand, bauxite and metal ores, even secondary raw
materials such as ashes are used.

RAW POWDER PRODUCTION
TRANSPORTATION OF THE RAW MATERIALS
The raw material components are dried in a milling drying
Huge wheel loaders and hydraulic excavators load heavy- system and grinded in a vertical roller mill under utiliza
duty trucks that transport the mined raw materials to the tion of the residual heat of the furnace exhausts. With the
crushing facility. The interventions in nature related to help of modern lab systems, the composition of the raw
the mining of limestone are accompanied by intensive meal is continuously analysed and required corrections
re-cultivation measures.
are triggered in the component dosing.

LIMESTONE CRUSHER
RAW POWDER HOMOGENIZATION
The different-sized leftover limestone fragments are pro The raw powder created is stored in three large silos and
cessed into crushed material – with a maximum size of simultaneously homogenized. Here, ongoing automated
110 mm – in the stationary crusher facility.
quality controls ensure that a high and particularly uni
form product quality is guaranteed.
LIMESTONE BLENDING BED
Via conveyor belt systems, the crushed limestone finds its PRODUCTION OF LIMESTONE, SAND AND
way to the mixing bed, where it is stored (stockpiled) and GRANULATED BLAST FURNACE SLAG
simultaneously homogenized (comparative moderation). On multiple ball mills, slags are produced using lime
A uniform composition of the limestone mixture is decisive stone, sand or rather granulated slag (granulated slag is
for the quality and homogeneity of the produced cement. by-product created during the raw iron production). The
sand meal is used as an ancillary component during the
clinker production. The limestone or granulated slag is
then used as an ancillary component in the subsequent
production of the cement.

Kiln feed
Clinker silos
Preheater
tower

Calciner
Hard
coal
dust

Secondary
fuels

Bagged cements

Secondary
fuels
Cement silos

Lean gas
Roller
presses

Bulk cement

Gypsum
Cement

Separator
Circulating
fluidized bed
gasifier

Rotary kiln

Bulk cement
Clinker

Ball mills

Grate cooler

3. CLINKER PRODUCTION

4. CEMENT PRODUCTION

5. PACKING / DISPATCH

The cement manufacturing process in the Rüdersdorf cement plant
simplified representation, © CEMEX

3. CLINKER MANUFACTURING

4. CEMENT MILLING

CLINKER PRODUCTION
In the first step, the homogenized raw meal is heated in
the upstream suspended gas heat exchanger, a cyclone
pre-heater with integrated calciner, to approx. 900 °C.
Afterwards, it is burned into clinker in the actual rotary kiln
at a maximum temperature of 1450 °C. This semi-finished
product clinker is then subsequently quickly cooled in the
grate cooler and transported back to the clinker storage
via a conveyor belt.

CEMENT TYPES
For regulation of the cement’s processing behaviour, the
clinker must always be milled through the addition of a
sulphate carrier, usually gypsum and anhydrite. Depending
on the cements to be produced, additional components
such as granulated blast furnace slag powder or lime
stone powder are mixed in and different fineness of the
precast cement are calibrated.

FUELS
Apart from carbon dust, the prepared and quality-assured
secondary fuels ensure the provisioning of the required
heat. A part of these secondary fuels is not directly sup
plied to the cement kiln, but first into a circulating fluid
ised bed (FBC) in which gas is produced.

CEMENT MILLS
After the pre-shredding in high-pressure grinding mills –
also known as roller mills – the refining in ball mills takes
place. The different cement types are stored in separate
cement silos for later shipment.

5. PACKAGING AND SHIPMENT
In addition to the 25 kg bags filled and palletized as “sack
goods”, the cement is also shipped as “loose goods”.
These loose goods are loaded in uniformly large sections
in wagons for the environmentally friendly transport by
train or, alternatively, loaded into silo trucks.

Using a thermal imaging camera and special calculation
programmes, the quality of the combustion at the main
burner is continuously monitored. © CEMEX
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OUR ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Our cement products belong to the most important materials and, as a central component in concrete, cement
has become an irreplaceable development of our
modern civilisation.
Its manufacturing is however re
source-intensive and results in harm
ful emissions, thereby affecting the
environment. Our goal is to minimise
this effect as much as possible and to
consistently ensure the environmen
tal compatibility our our processes
and products.
Modern environmental protection
offers these possibilities. Therefore,
we’ve joined the guiding principles
for a sustainable development and,
apart from the commercial success
of our company, also feel obligated to
meet the social responsibility and the
protection of the environment.
In doing so, we can rely on the en
vironmental and sustainability policies
of our internationally active parent
company CEMEX.
Retaining the environmental
standards
We view the fulfilment of the statu
tory requirements as a minimum re
quirement. Under consideration of the
economic efficiency, we will assess
additional possibilities in the avoid
ance of environmental burdens. We
verifiably assess our environmental
performance and the environmen
tal effects and thereby work, among
other things, with process perfor
mance parameters.

Air pollution control and
noise protection
Air pollution create the focus of our
environmental impacts as well as the
environmental protection measures.
Apart from the monitoring and eval
uation of the emissions, we also take
the emissions into consideration and,
in the process, orient ourselves to
wards the precautionary protection
measures. We place great value on
maintaining the excellent technical
condition of our machines and tools
and have a high level of availability of
our environmental equipment, which
we check on a regular basis.
Saving resources and lowering the specific carbon emissions
also represents significant environ
mental-protection aspects. Under
this aspect, the lowering of the pro
portion of clinker, which is the main
driver of our CO2emissions, also has
great importance.
Furthermore, the saving thermal
and electrical energy also helps en
sure the protection of resources. In
this regard, we replace natural raw
materials and fuels through second
ary materials – if this is feasible with
out impairing the product quality and
the emission situation. The proof of
environmental compatibility is thereby
specifically accounted for.
We handle water and soil with care,
implement closed cycles wherever

possible in order not to interfere with
the surface water, the ground water
and the soil.
We largely avoid creating waste materi
als, for example through closed-circuit
production or recycling. Non-avoidable
waste is recycled. However, when this
doesn’t make sense, we harmlessly
dispose of it.
The targeted re-cultivation and
the promotion of biological diversity
are intended to ensure that the sites
remain attractive when the mining
operations have ceased. We mini
mise the effects of the interventions
in the natural environment related to
the mining of raw materials.
We value cleanliness in our systems
as well as an attractive appearance
of our plants. Environmental aspects
must already be taken into account
during process control in order to
make better use of possibilities for
production-integrated environmen
tal protection.
In the planning of investments,
system alterations or product devel
opment, we orient ourselves towards
the current state of the art. Possible
environmental effects are thereby taken
into consideration during the project
phase and the corresponding precau
tionary measures are planned. In the
selection of the suppliers, we include
ecological aspects in the evaluation.

RUNNING TITLE

Breeding pair of the common swift in an open-pit mine, © CEMEX

Communication
We cooperate closely with agencies,
institutions, etc. and provide informa
tion to the public as well as our busi
ness partners about the company and
its environmental performance. We
are prepared to support educational
institutions in the brokering of envi
ronmental protection expertise and
also to train our employees so that
they can meet their environmental
responsibilities.

measures and operational principles This environmental policy is put into
into an integrated quality, environmen effect and becomes valid upon being
tal and energy management system signed. It is applicable for all loca
(IMS). On a regularly basis, we verify tions of CEMEX Zement GmbH and
the determined regulations and be the employees are informed through
haviours, align these with the actual posted notices as well as briefings.
development of the company and then
derive corrective and precautionary
measures for the ongoing improve Rüdersdorf, 4 June 2018
ment. The declaration obligates the
management board as well as all em
ployees to perform their tasks in line
with the descriptions in the handbook.
The management board views it as
COMMITMENT
an ongoing managerial task to sup Henning Weber
In order to fulfil the important goals port the environmental awareness, Vice President Cement
of employee responsibility for the en flexibility and the motivation across Operation & Technology
vironment, we have processed and all company levels by providing em
documented significant organizational ployee training.
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OUR ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The Environmental Management System (EMS)
is a component of our integrated management system
(IMS) for environmental protection, quality and energy.

3.
Environmental
Program

4.
Environmental
Management
System

6.
Environmental
Statement

2.
Environmental
Policy

1.
Environmental
Assessment

5.
Environmental
Operating Test

7.
Examination
by an uditor

8.
Registration

1

The requirements of our environmen effectiveness of the defined measures representative continuously pursues
tal management system within the is monitored as part of internal audits the effectiveness, suitability and time
scope of the EMAS Ordinance (EC) No. and annual management reviews.
liness of the UMS as well as its re
1221/2009 of the European Parliament
The EMS is based on the environ quirements and targets. It analyses
and Council regarding the voluntary mental policy adopted by the top per weaknesses and required actions and
participation in a community system for former, the process descriptions and provides an annual report to the Vice
environmental management and envi an analysis of the possible environmen President of Cement Manufacturing.
ronmental audit in the standards pre tal effects of the individual activities Important tools within this process
scribed in the Ordinance (EC) 2017/1505 in the company (environmental as are the internal and external audits.
(amended by the Commission) also pects). Determinations for an environ In 2018, a total of 18 audits and an
suit the standards listed in DIN EN mentally-friendly behaviour, including external recertification audit was con
ISO 14001:2015.
the responsibilities, were made in the ducted by TÜV.
For the implementation of the re environmental procedural and envi
Once annually in May, a manage
quirements, a handbook was compiled ronmental work instructions.
ment review process and evaluation
in which the commercial processes,
The operation responsibility lies of all processes and results from the
the organization, procedures, respon with the Vice Presidents of Cement environmental and energy manage
sibilities and the expectations of the Manufacturing and Technology. The ment system is conducted by the
relevant parties and their main require Vice President is thereby supported by management board. This is intended
ments have been documented. The the representatives for Environmental to ensure its continued suitability, ap
risks and opportunities, derived from Management System and the head propriateness and effectiveness and,
the context of the organization an the of the Environmental Protection finally, to ensure a continuous improve
requirements of the interested parties Sector, who reports directly to the ment process by defining measures.
was determined, evaluated and han Vice President for Legal Mattes and
The adherence to the legal, regula
dling of the risks was specified. The Sustainability. The management system tory and internal company requirements

CEMEX Organizational Chart
PRESIDENT
CEMEX GERMANY

VICE PRESIDENT
SUPPLY CHAIN & LOGISTICS

Supply Chain &
Logistics Cement

VICE PRESIDENT
SALES

Application
Technology

VICE PRESIDENT
CEMENT PRODUCTION &
TECHNOLOGY

VICE PRESIDENT
LAW & SUSTAINABILITY,
HUMAN RESOURCES, PR

Environmental
protection

Cement Sale

VICE PRESIDENT
STRATEGIC PLANNING

Workplace Safety

Quality &
Environmental
Management System

Plant Manager
Eisenhüttenstadt

Plant Manager
Rüdersdorf

Maintenance

Quality Control

Energy Tax &
Energy Management

Company Controlling

Purchasing

Show detonation, Mountain Festival,
© CEMEX

1 The Environmental Management System is
subject to a regularly recurring cycle at a
constantly evolving level.

Furthermore, the continued strength
ening of the cooperation with the cit
izen initiative based in Hennickendorf
should be highlighted. As one of the
first cement manufacturers in Germany,
the citizens’ initiative has posted a
link to our ongoing emission moni
toring efforts on their website. The
implementation of this measure cre
ates another step towards coopera
tion instead of blockading and, at the
same time, serves as a trust-building
measure.
We also provide you with insights
into the plant itself and often open
our doors to provide plant tours to
interested guests. We support the
Rüdersdorf Community during the
annual mountain festival and also in
the museum park, for example with
the staging of an actual detonation.

Customer publication “Bauwerk”

has a high level of importance in the
company and is a major component
of the Environmental Management
System.
We utilise a legal register in which all
relevant environmental laws are listed,
such as the Federal Emissions Control
Act, Closed Substance Cycle Waste
Management Act, Federal Mining Act,
Federal Nature Conservation Act and
Water Resources Act. Via the internet
service “Umwelt-online” and addition meetings and staff discussions at the
ally through the industrial associations workplace. In addition to the company
IHK and VDZ, regular information re representatives, the respective su
garding new laws or changes to ex periors and the effectiveness of their
isting laws is shared.
role model function also play an im
Upon receipt of approval notices portant role.
or official orders, responsibilities are
defined for ancillary provisions that
DIALOGUE WITH
entail immediate, subsequent or re
BUSINESS PARTNERS AND
curring activity. For monitoring the
THE GENERAL PUBLIC
fulfilment of these recurring environ
mental obligations, a terminal mod We also want to communicate our un
ule was activated and linked to the derstanding of environmental protec
Outlook calendar.
tion to the outside world – to neigh
Beyond this, the topic of legal con bours, customers, service providers
formity was determined for each inter and public servants. Aside from our
nal audit. For this purpose, checklists environmental declarations, we can
were made available in which specific reference information on our website,
details for the assurance of legal con or articles in the local newspaper, in
formity in the individual departments. trade journals or at specialist confer
On the basis of the use of these ences. Environmental protection is a
measures, resources and defined re component of our purchasing terms
sponsibilities we ensure the adherence and conditions, while instructing thirdto the statutory requirements.
party companies, or in the information
An important aspect in the total provided to our customers.
process is the involvement of the em
Here are a few examples of our
ployees. The daily management of the commitment:
employees can have a significant in •• Support of the annual monitoring
fluence, for example, on the energy
of bats and presentation about the
efficiency of the individual processes.
protection of bats in active lime
We also place great value in the provi
stone open-pit mines.
sion of recurring information and the •• Deferment of the foam lime decom
targeted ongoing training of our em
position +35/+5 during the winter
ployees. To this end, we utilise all-em
months for the protection of the
ployee meetings, the employee news
bats in the hibernation sites
paper, daily report consultations, the •• Presentations about the topic of envi
operating managers’ meeting, team
ronmental protection at conferences
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INPUT-OUTPUT
ANALYSIS 2017

View of the cement plant with wall of limestone, © CEMEX

INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS 2017

INPUT

OUTPUT

1. Feedstock

1. Product

Limestone

2,661,000 t

Cement

2,168,000 t

Sand

125,000 t

Clinker

164,000 t

Ashes

57,000 t

Rock meal

Mineral residuals

15,100 t

Coal dust

Calcium fluoride

17,300 t

Iron ore + Bauxite

21,200 t

Sulphate carrier

100,000 t

Blast furnace slag

336,000 t

Clinker

Share of renewable
energy sources

Coal

2,149,000 Yr.

0%

Secondary fuels (SBS)

3,633,000 Yr.

46%

Animal meal

638,000 Yr.

Dried sewage sludge

Electric power

2. Emissions
Dust

929,000 t

100%

CO2 Fossil fuel

396,000 t

176,000 Yr.

85%

of which SBS

182,000 t

27,900 Yr.

0%

SO2

1,240 t

0.3%

NOx

1,470 t

227,000 MWh

3. Water

Surface water

303,000 m3

Drinking water

4,500 m3

Water discharge
Wastewater
Open-pit dewatering

4. Raw materials
and supplies
170 t

Hazardous

Explosive material

220 t

Non-hazardous

Activated carbon
Oxygen

122,700 m3
3,900 m3
12,900,000 m3

4. Waste

Grinding aids

NOx reducing agents

66 t

CO2 Raw material

3. Water

Hydrated lime

4,100 t

36,000 t

2. Energy

Natural gas + heating oil

63,000 t

140 t
3,100 t

14,900 t
2,060 t

Of which production-related

8 t
610 t

Chromate reducer

3,200 t

Diesel

1,300 t

Hazardous
Non-hazardous

140 t
2,800 t
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Renaturation in open-cast mine, © CEMEX
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RAW MATERIALS EXTRACTION AND
NATURE CONSERVATION
The foundation for the cement production in Rüdersdorf
is the provisioning of limestone from the neighbouring
open-cast mine.
The Rüdersdorf shell limestone is the off through the implementation of tar in Expansion Area 1, we are mining
natural raw material basis for our ce geted measures.
the limestone from the second bed
ment production, whereby the premium
The Rüdersdorf mining projects at depths of 25-35 metres above sea
batches are mainly used to manufac has a 780-year tradition and – based level The original level of the area was
ture burned lime.
on the general operating plan – is ap at around 50 above sea level.
From an environmental perspec proved through the year 2062.
However, more than 11 hectares of
tive, limestone mining fundamentally
However, in order to be able to woodlands – and with it the largest
represents a significant intervention continue mining limestone and man section of Rüdersdorf’s “Green gorge”
in nature. It requires a lowering of the ufacturing cement at the location over – had to be removed. The compensat
groundwater level and is linked to vi the next 45 years, it was required – ing planting of comparable measures
brations from explosions and other in accordance with the provisions have largely been completed. Moreover,
emissions (such as secondary dusts – to allow the open-cast mine to, in there was no additional intervention
and noise through mobile equipment some sections, come within 70 me in the groundwater balance.
technology). These environmental in tres of the Rüdersdorf residential area
fluences are unavoidable and unfor (“Green gorge”).
tunately cannot be moved due to the The broadest convergence towards the
localised and limited raw material. town occurred in the years 2012-2014
However, these influences must be within the scope of the waste material
assessed in terms of their effects, lim removal and is therefore already “a
ited to a minimum level, and levelled thing of the past”. At the current time,

Shell limestone
© CEMEX,
A. Koszinski
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The Little-ringed Plover is a bird of character for sand/gravel quarries with low vegetation and quarries with
temporary wetlands. It is a successful breeding bird in open-cast mines. © CEMEX, A. Koszinski

LIMESTONE MINING IN
LOCATIONS CLOSE TO
RESIDENTIAL AREAS
Limestone mining in locations close
to residential areas is processed
using a 325-tonne hydraulic excava
tor, which was specifically engineered
for this type of work. The excavator
is equipped with a sound protection
package, which reduces the noise
emissions by 50 per cent.
No blasting is conducted in these
areas in order to protect against shocks
and hazardous situations. All dust emis
sions are largely kept at bay through
the use of a water wagon that has a
volume of 48,000 litres.

In order to minimise any additional
noise, for example due to heavy truck
traffic or bulldozers, three soundproof
walls with a total length of over 360
meters were built and also planted
with vegetation.
These soundproof walls have largely
fulfilled their purpose, since the lime
stone is mined at depths of 20 meters
below them; however, they will be re
tained and function as a visible barrier.

The Red-backed Shrike, a bird with
a strong character, feels very much
at home in the southern end slopes
of the open-cast mine: half-open
landscape with a sufficient number
of large insects.
© Adobe Stock, dragon22
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BLASTING VIBRATION
Detonations have been a part of opencast mining in Rüdersdorf for over 200
years. Particularly, in the last few years,
the detonation technology has under
gone significant changes. However,
even today, the detonations are felt
by the people living in Rüdersdorf.
Why is that?
Detonations release a significant
amount of energy. This is required in
order to remove the solid rock from
the rock formation. However, a portion
of this energy passes through the hill
side in the form of a seismic wave and
in the process causes these shocks.
It is not technically possible to pre
vent the creation of this seismic wave
and the resulting detonation shocks.
This means: there are no detona
tions without accompanying shocks.
However, it is possible to influence
the magnitude and strength of the
shocks. The strength of the detona
tion is mainly related to the amount

of explosives used (charging quantity measured data for the use of a new
per ignition time stage) and from the ignition method. Through the use of a
distance to the location of the det non-electrical ignition, the emissions
onation. However, the geologic and (blast and ensuing vibrations) could
hydraulic relationship also influences be kept at a low level despite the in
the damping of the detonation wave. creasing proximity to the town.
In terms of measuring technology, the
The presentation of the measured
explosive vibrations can be recorded vibration values for the year 2017 in
by recording the vibration velocity in relation to the permissible values of
millimetres per second. In order to DIN 4150 Part 3 clearly shows this.
assess the effects of vibrations on All detonations are far below the per
buildings and other structures, the missible limit values stipulated by the
registered measured values shall be German Industry Standards (DIN).
compared with the permissible data The registered vibration in the range
in the DIN standards.
of 43-57 per cent of the admissible
For this purpose, since 1995 the value only applied to a small share of
Rüdersdorf cement plant has been the detonations. The majority of the
operating an extensive detonation detonations – that is 98 per cent of
vibration monitoring system. The vi all detonations – only reached a max
brations caused by the explosions are imum of 30 per cent of the admissible
metrologically monitored at the criti shock values.
cal points. To date, more than 4,800
vibration measurements have been
registered and stored in a database
as a basis for analyses and evalu
ations. We successfully tested and

RELATION OF THE VIBRATIONS TO THE DIN STANDARD
FOR RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

DEPICTION
VIBRATION VELOCITY – FREQUENCY

All of the vibrations were recorded. As was the case in previous years, in 2017 all measured values
were significantly below the admissible values.

Extraction up to 50 Hz and 10 mm/s
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The only location in
Brandenburg where
ravens are known to
be rock breeders is the
Rüdersdorf limestone
mine; three breeding
pairs have their
territories here.
© CEMEX, A. Koszinski

BIODIVERSITY AND LIMESTONE
OPEN-CAST MINING AT THE
RÜDERSDORF SITE
The conservation and promotion of
biological diversity is an integral part
of CEMEX's sustainability strategy –
and not just since the International
Year of Biodiversity 2010.
But what does this specifically mean
for the extraction of raw materials at
the Rüdersdorf site and how is the
preservation of biodiversity guaran
teed in the active Rüdersdorf lime
stone open-cast mine?
The basis for such considerations
and evaluations is the status quo

that has been shaped by mining over
centuries.
The (large-scale) open-cast mine,
which emerged from several quar
ries in the 1980s, including the im
mediate surroundings (overburden
and mining heaps, partial relocations
in the area of the Heinitzstrasse and
Redenstrasse), can practically be re
garded as a post-mining landscape.
At the same time, the limestone,
unearthed across 300 hectares and
re-covered by the natural succession
in various stages, is the geogenic, qua
si-natural basis of the current ecolog
ical situation, which is extremely val
uable for Brandenburg.

In the last 20 years, over 460 types
of ferns and flowering plants have
been detected within the open-cast
mine, some of them even on the Red
List of Threatened Species. These
include the field maple and moun
tain elm, of which in the last 20 years
more than 2,000 specimens have
been planted, large anemone spec
imens – with resettlements from ac
tive mining areas – the Nettle-leaved
Bellflower, the Fragile Bubble Fern
and the Upright Czar.
In addition, in the special mappings
carried out, 50 moss and 53 lichen
species were documented; some
plant species that do not grow in more

Loading of heavy-duty dump truck, © CEMEX
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The hares have apparently found
conducive living conditions in the quarry.
They can be observed at all levels and
along flat embankments.
© CEMEX, A.Koszinski

abundance anywhere else and others
that were even considered extinct in
Brandenburg.
If the limestone deposits in Rüders
dorf hadn’t been mined or excavated,
today, at this very location we would
have an agricultural-cultural landscape
consisting of stony fields, high sub
sidy requirements and significantly
lower biodiversity.
The same also applies, for example,
to the supra-regionally important win
tering quarters for bats in the caverns
created by mining or in the industrial
mines at the edge of the open-cast
mine, which would not exist without
the use of limestone.
For representatives of other animal
groups, open-cast mining is also of
special importance as a large biotope
with a certain character of a refugium.
Worth mentioning here are such
interesting Red List of Threatened
Species as the owl or the peregrine
falcon, but also less spectacular breed
ing birds such as the Common Kestrel,
Northern Wheatear, Yellowhammer,
Whitethroat or Wood Lark, which are
very rare to find in nature.
For special types of amphibi
ans, such as the common toad, the
many temporary wet patches that
occur in open-cast mining have an

enormous effect on the reproduction
of the species.
And last but not least, a few insects
listed on the Red List of Threatened
Species should be mentioned, such
as the Camberwell Beauty, Old World
Swallowtail, Queen of Spain Fritillary,
or the Blue-Winged Grasshopper,
which find the optimal living condi
tions in the prevailing microclimatic
conditions and site-specific factors.
But how is the diversity of species
guaranteed, despite progressive deg
radation on several levels?
Less than 10% of the total area of
the open-cast mine, which consists of
the sealed workshop area and crusher
forecourt, will be actively used in the
long-term. The remaining area – namely
the extensive, non-accessible em
bankment system – can be seen as
a “calm zone” in which animals have
accustomed themselves to the daily
operations of the open-cast mine.
The face of the individual mine lev
els “wander” about 50 meters annually.
Accordingly, the biotopes and the
successional stages also migrate
behind the degradation (“wander bi
otopes”), so that simultaneously all
habitat types (there are 10 different
secondary biotypes in opencast min
ing) are available, ranging from almost

Wheatear. With approx. 12 breeding pairs, during
breeding season the Wheatear has a comparably
high population density; it inhabits all levels.
© CEMEX, A.Koszinski

vegetation-free open spaces with dry
and very humid areas for initial vege
tation settlers (lichens/moss) to fresh
meadows for insects and scrubland
featuring trailblazing wood types (wil
low, birch, pine, sea buckthorn) for
Whitethroat, Yellowhammer and Redbacked Shrike.
On the other hand, the interests of
species protection are also actively
considered, for example in the selec
tion of the plants for the land reclama
tion, through the new installation and
conservation of damp areas such as
waterholes, and in the use of ditches
as oases in the limestone quarry. It is
furthermore ensured through the re
location of special herbs and flower
ing plants from the immediate vicinity
and the implementation of measures,
such as the blasting ban at potential
bat wintering grounds from October
through April.
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Living quarters of the Western Barbastelle in Rüdersdorf, © CEMEX

WINTERING GROUNDS FOR BATS
Particularly due to its special character
resulting from mining use, the opencast mine represents an excellent ref
uge for bats. The hollow spaces cre
ated by mining (tunnels, sections, and
shaft parts) within the limestone have
been one of the few winter homes for
bats in Central Europe for more than
70 years now.
The method of tagging bats was
developed in Rüdersdorf in the 1930s.
At the time, over 3,000 animals were
registered during the winter months.
Since the beginning of 1990s, an an
nual wintertime inventory of between
1,000 and 1,500 animals was regis
tered, whereby a large portion of the
old tunnels cannot be accessed due
to safety concerns.

In coordination with the Ministry of the were redesigned outside the quarry
Environment, the Supervisory Board and above the groundwater table as
and the Nature and Biodiversity alternative quarters and thus a per
Conservation Union Germany (Natur manent solution:
schutzbund), the measures for the
•• Cleaning and removal of
securing of the bat’s winter quarters
the fixtures
was developed and executed in line
•• Frost-proof covers and grids
with the mining activities.
•• Installation of slat walls and
•• No mining of old shafts from
hollow block ceilings
October through April
Based on this, the bats’ winter quar
•• All openings (holes) are closed in
ters in Rüdersdorf now consists of
a manner that takes the bats into
five specific locations and was com
consideration.
missioned as a fauna and flora object
•• Safeguarding of control
by the Brandenburg Ministry of the
inspections
Environment.
Since the number of winter quarters
within the open-cast mine will de
crease in the long term, old industrial
buildings such as basements of lime
stone bunkers and old band tunnels
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The re-cultivation programme of the •• Partial planting (mainly on the free
Rüdersdorf open-cast mine takes this
areas: biotope network and pollu
into account and includes various tar
tion control)
Open-cast mining offers good condi gets depending on the location and
•• Planting of species-rich plantations
tions for creating ecologically diverse type of use of the respective area:
for insects (e.g. as a pasture for bees)
natural areas and close-to-nature
•• Promotion of the natural succes
experiences humans. These natu
•• Development for local recreation and
sion (for example, modelling of flat
ral areas can be formed during min
further training (hiking trails and ge
ter more structured embankments)
ing activities with a well thought-out
ological and mining features along
re-cultivation concept.
•• Location-specific cultural mainte
the edge of the open-cast mine,
Therefore, the special ecological
nance (retention of the flowering
viewing platform)
value of the area around Rüdersdorf is
shrubs: laburnum, lilac)
•• Incorporation of the historical relics
directly connected with the limestone
in the re-naturalization measures
•• Initial planting of site-specific trees
deposits above ground as well as the
or shrubs (sea buckthorn, broom
(old wine terraces)
exposure and use thereof. It is truly
and others)
unique for the region of Brandenburg.
•• Developing park-similar structures
(green areas, tree-lined roads)
•• Greening of the flat embankments
(above the limestone and the later
sea level)

RE-CULTIVATION –
RE-NATURALIZATION
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1 On the southern end embankments of the first level, extensive
sea buckthorn bushes based on
initial plantings have established
themselves.
2 The Canadian Goldenrod, an invasive neophyte, is very resistant
to drought and therefore forms
larger populations even in exposed
locations.
3 By cutting old underground
sections, a permanent wetland
biotope has formed at 35 metres
below sea level, a refuge for Reed
Warblers and Green Frogs.
© CEMEX

Since the beginning of the re-culti
vation measures in 1993, a total of
approx. 83,000 plants and approx.
82 species were planted and main
tained along the outer edges of the
open-cast mine.
In the past 8 years, it was a total of
7,000 mainly local plants with a high
degree of ecologically valuable woods,
such as mountain ash, wild service
berry, field maple, buckthorn, dog
wood, elderberry, honeysuckle, sea
buckthorn and hazelnut as well as
broom in particularly sandy locations
within the south-facing embankments.
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IMMISSION CONTROL
Using modern filter technology and multi-stage
exhaust gas cleaning, the stringent German emission
limits are met.

Stroke of the filter head during the conversion of the e-filter to bag filter, © CEMEX
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AIR PURIFICATION
Cement production requires the han
dling of large quantities of dusty or
dust-prone materials. The emission
of dust was therefore also perceived
for many decades as the main envi
ronmental issue in the vicinity of ce
ment works.
However, the development of
high-performance fabric filters and
the encapsulation of conveyor sys
tems and bearings in conjunction with
the consistent installation of modern
filters means that this problem can

now be mastered very well. At the
Rüdersdorf cement plant, around 250
bag filters of various sizes with a total
fabric area of approx. 45,000 m² are
installed for this purpose. The func
tional efficiency of the filters is mon
itored and recorded daily by respon
sible plant personnel and checked at
regular intervals by experts. The latest
dust content measurements behind
bag filters of grinding and auxiliary
plants have produced the following
results (see table below left).
The limit values are currently be
tween 20 and 30 mg/m³ according

to the Technical Instructions for Air
Quality Control (TA-Luft) and can be
safely complied with.
The emission concentrations of the
heavy metals were also checked at
a cement mill (see table below right).
Here, the measured values are in very
low ranges, usually below the detec
tion limit.

HEAVY METAL MEASUREMENTS
CEMENT MILL 2

DUST EMISSIONS IN THE RÜDERSDORF PLANT – 2016/2017
Plant/System

Date

Dust concentration
in mg/Nm³ tr

Sieving, opencast mine

2016

0.6

Hg

Raw mill 4

2016

8.2

Tl

< 0.00004

Raw mill 5

2016

0.3

Pb

< 0.00015

Raw mill 6

2016

0.8

Co

< 0.00004

Raw mill 7

2016

9.0

Ni

0.00036

Clinker silo 1, Filter O35

2016

0.2

Se

< 0.00008

Clinker silo 1, Filter O36

2016

1.9

Te

< 0.00004

Clinker silo 2, Filter O38

2016

0.7

Sb

< 0.00004

Clinker silo 2, Filter O39

2016

2.6

Cr

< 0.00051

Cement mill 1

2016

0.2

Cu

0.00087

Cement mill 2

2016

0.6

Mn

< 0.00022

Cement mill 3

2016

2.0

V

< 0.00004

Cement mill 4

2016

1.1

Sn

< 0.00036

Cement mill 5

2016

2.8

Cyanide

< 0.00026

Roller press 3

2016

4.6

Fluoride

0.001

Roller press 2

2016

14.1

Coal mill 1

2017

2.8

Coal mill 2

2017

7.4

Filter E16

2017

0.1

Filter R22

2017

0.3

Measurements 2016

max. value
in mg/N.m³
0.00112
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KILN EXHAUST GAS AND
COMBUSTION CONDITIONS
The main emission source of the plant
is the kiln exhaust stack with an outlet
height of 121 metres. It is subject to
the 17th Regulation on the Incineration
and Co-incineration of Waste (No. 17
Federal Immission Control Ordinance
– BImSchV).
Up to 85 percent of the required
heat demand at the kiln can be pro
vided by specially prepared and qual
ity-assured secondary fuels produced
from waste fractions. The cement kiln
offers almost ideal conditions for the
combustion of these substances.
This applies both to the fuels that are
fed into the kiln system via the main
burner in the rotary kiln and generate a
temperature of approx. 2,000 °C (see
diagram: combustion conditions oven)
as well as the fuels that are emitted
in the calcinator (see diagram: com
bustion conditions calcinator).
The required combustion conditions
listed in No. 7 of the 17th BImSchV
Residence time ≥ 2 sec
Temperature
≥ 850°C
were adhered to in every case.

COMBUSTION CONDITIONS FURNACE PLANT

°C

2000

2,000

1450

1,500
1050

1,000

880
850

500

350

0
Preheater

Calc.

Rotary kiln

Grate cooler

10

5

8

1

1

0,1

20

30

Dwell time, gas [s]

Dwell time, material [min]

COMBUSTION CONDITIONS CALCINER

Pyrotop
T

ZWS

Kohle

From inlet weak gas
•• 43 m until entry of Pyrotop (2.1 seconds)
•• 79 m until entry of Cyclone 5 (4.2 seconds)
Switch-on and failure interlock for
SBS is: T before Pyrotop >= 850 °C;
the 850 °C are also retained at the
Cyclone 5 measuring point

T

Vergasungsluft

Combustion chamber calciner

Kohle
Kohle

Cyclone 5

Kühlluft
T

Temperature measuring point
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EMISSION REDUCTION AND
MONITORING OF FURNACE
EXHAUST
The exhaust gas is subject to several
purification stages before being emit
ted via the chimney. First, a produc
tion-integrated primary flue gas clean
ing process takes place, in which the
gases pass through the raw material
in counter-flow. Additional cleaning
steps are then a SNCR system for the
non-catalytic reduction of NOX, a dry
adsorptive flue gas cleaning with lime
stone hydrate for the reduction of the
SO2-Emissions, an activated carbon
injection for the reduction of mercury
in direct operation (when the raw mill
is stationary), and finally dust sepa
ration in the bag filter.
This multi-stage exhaust gas purification
is necessary in order to comply with
the very stringent German emission
limits. The adjacent table shows the
development of these limit values and
a comparison to the European speci
fications. Despite uniform framework
legislation in Europe, the German limit
values are significantly lower in almost
all cases (see table above).
The current results of the extensive
emission monitoring can be seen in
the table on the right.

EMISSION LIMIT VALUES FOR KILN EXHAUST GAS
RÜDERSDORF

Parameters

EUROPE

New limit values
from 2016

1990

2005

Dust

50

20

10

30

NOX

800

500

200 3)

500

SO 2

400

350

HCL

30

10

NH3

-

-

0.2

0.03

0.05

5

0.38

0.5

150

30

-

-

HG
∑ Heavy metals
TOC
CO

2012

50 (400 1)

1)

10
30

-

10 1)
800

2)

Exceptional case, if emission is raw-material based
To be determined by the approval authority
3)
Valid from 2019

1)

2)

EMISSION MONITORING OF KILN 5 – 2017
KILN EXHAUST

Parameters

Type of
monitoring

Limit value 1)

Measurement values
2017

Dust

10

continuous measurements

2.3

SO 2

350

continuous measurements

290.6

NOX

350

continuous measurements

323.1

Hg

0.03

continuous measurements

0.0012

∑ Corg.

30

continuous measurements

9.96

NH3

30

continuous measurements

2.0

CO

800

continuous measurements

415.6

HCL

10

individual measurement

3.4

HF

1

individual measurement

0.1

Cd + Tl

0.03

individual measurement

0.0005

∑ Heavy metals

0.38 2)

individual measurement

0.012

PAK: Benzo(a) prene

0.05

individual measurement

0.003

individual measurement

0.0019

Dioxins / Furans

0.1

3)

Values in mg/m³, except Dioxins / Furans in ng/m³
Limit values as daily mean values
Limit value as a cumulative value Sb, As, Pb, Cr, Co, Cu, Mn, Ni, V, Sn
3)
Limit value as a cumulative value BaP + As + Cd + Co + Cr
1)

2)

New bag filters for the dedusting
of kiln exhaust gas
© CEMEX
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MEASURES FOR
NOX REDUCTION
1996: Optimization of fuels
and incineration
process, multi-stage
incineration
2008: Installation of a
SNCR system

In recent years, there has been a need
for improvement with regard to dust
and mercury. The cooler filter has
been relieved of the bypass gas, which
helps to ensure that the limit value of
10 mg/Nm³ is safely adhered to.
In 2016, the old electrostatic pre
cipitator was replaced with a bag fil
ter to reduce dust emissions in the
furnace exhaust gas. This conversion
was associated with a high financial
investment for the Rüdersdorf loca
tion and contributed to the fact that
the dust limit value of 10 mg/Nm³ was
significantly undercut.
The performance level of the filter
systems is kept stable through regu
lar servicing and maintenance.
In order to reduce mercury emis
sions, a system for injecting activated
carbon was permanently installed. In
this way, mercury emission peaks can
be reliably intercepted and emissions
kept well below the current limit value.

2014: First successful
optimization step
of the SNCR
2018: Planned commissioning
of the optimized SNCR
system with the goal
of adhering to the limit
value of 200 mg/Nm³,
which is valid from
01.01.2019

Another major optimization measure
is planned for 2018. The SNCR plant
is to be further improved by the pos
sibility of targeted injection of the re
ducing agent ammonia solution. As
the adjacent diagram shows, after the
first optimization phase of the SNCR
plant at the beginning of 2015, the
NOX emission can already be safely
kept below 350 mg/m³. The comple
tion of this process should lead to a
reduction of the initial 1996 level by
about 80%.
An important element within the
scope of the optimization of the SNCR
system was the installation of a con
tinuously operating NH3 measurement
from the beginning of 2016.

DEVELOPMENT OF NOX EMISSION

mg / N.m3
1000

873

500

391

397

323
Target < 200

0

1996

2000

2010

2017

2019

THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECT EMISSION CONTROL

IMMISSION FORECAST – CONCENTRATION OF AIR QUALITY
Unit

Maximum
additional load

Airborne dust

µg/m³

0.18

40

TA Air (JMW)

SO 2

µg/m³

1.21

50

TA Air (JMW)

NO 2

µg/m³

0.25

40

TA Air (JMW)

Cadmium

ng/m³

0.10

20

TA Air (JMW)

Lead

ng/m³

0.56

500

TA Air (JMW)

HCl

µg/m³

0.03

30

AGW/100 1)

Quicksilver

ng/m³

0.10

50

LAI (1996) 2)

Arsenic

ng/m³

0.097

6

39. BImSchV

Thallium

ng/m³

0.206

100

Kühling/Peters

Chromium

ng/m³

0.453

17

LAI (2004) 2)

Cobalt

ng/m³

0.117

100

MAK/100

Copper

ng/m³

0.599

10,000

MAK/100

Vanadium

ng/m³

0.324

20

LAI (1997) 2)

Manganese

ng/m³

1.980

150

WHO 3)

Antimony

ng/m³

0.142

80

Eikmann

Tin

ng/m³

0.148

1,000

MAK/100

PCDD/F

fg/m³

0.34

150

Parameters

EMISSION
Within the scope of a approval process,
an emissions forecast was compiled
for our plant. Specifically, this related
to the effect of the emissions on the
air quality and soil in and around the
plant. Based on this report, the area
of maximal pollution was towards the
eastern part of the plant near the city
limits of Herzfelde. The determined
maximal values for the concentration
and the deposition of the individual
materials illustrate the minimal influ
ence that the cement plant has on the
air quality. The assessment values
for the protection of human health to
be taken from the literature for com
parison are far below the assess
ment values. In general, the load is
even far below the irrelevance criteria
threshold of 3%.

AGW/100 – Occupation Limit Value
LAI – Federal Working Group on
Emission Control
3)
WHO – World Health Organisation
4)
BBodSchV – Federal Soil Protection and
Contaminated Sites Ordinance
5)
LUA Bbg – State environmental agency
of Brandenburg
6)
MLUR – Ministry of Rural Development,
Environment and Agriculture

1)

2)

Assessment value

Source
Assessment value

LAI (2004) 2)

IMMISSION PROGNOSIS – DEPOSITION OF SOIL
Parameters

Unit

Maximum
additional load

Dust
precipitation

g/(m2*d)

0.00008

Arsenic

µg/(m2*d)

Cadmium

Assessment value

Source
Assessment value

0.35

TA Air

0.045

4

TA Air

µg/(m *d)

0.045

2

TA Air

Lead

µg/(m2*d)

0.260

100

TA Air

Quicksilver

µg/(m2*d)

0.042

1

TA Air

Thallium

µg/(m *d)

0.097

2

TA Air

Chromium

µg/(m *d)

0.212

82

Cobalt

µg/(m2*d)

0.055

16

Copper

µg/(m2*d)

0.281

99

Vanadium

µg/(m2*d)

0.152

7

Manganese

µg/(m *d)

0.928

60

LUA Bbg 5)

Antimony

µg/(m2*d)

0.066

10

MLUR 6)

Tin

µg/(m2*d)

0.069

15

PCDD/F

pg/(m2*d)

0.03

4

LAI (2004) 2)

Antimony

ng/m³

0.142

80

Eikmann

Tin

ng/m³

0.148

1,000

MAK/100

PCDD/F

fg/m³

0.34

150

2

2
2

2

BBodSchV 4)
Kühling/Peters
BBodSchV 4)
Kühling/Peters

Kühling/Peters

LAI (2004) 2)
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1 Soundproofed main kiln drive
2 Fan for the cooling of the furnace shell with
silencers in front of the enclosed kiln drive
© CEMEX

NOISE
PROTECTION
•• Consistent attention to
noise protection during
project planning phase

NOISE
The various manufacturing systems,
for example mills, ventilators, dries
or continuous conveyors, are poten
tial sources of noise and without the
implementation of appropriate pro
tective measures can cause consid
erable noise pollution for workers and
neighbours. In order to establish both
specific and successful noise protec
tion measures, an analysis of the in
dividual sources is required.
To achieve this, a comprehensive
research programme was concluded.
The results include a noise map of the
plant and the influence of over 50 indi
vidual sources on defined verification
locations in the vicinity of the plant.
What proved to be very helpful was also
the use of a newly developed camera
that consisted of 48 microphones. With

the help of a computer, the camera
can be used to create acoustic images
that make a more precise analysis of
sound sources possible.
In the past, a wide variety of reduc
tion measures have been initiated in
this way, ranging from measures vis
ible from afar, such as the encapsu
lation of the main kiln drive in 2012, to
less spectacular measures such as
the relocation of smaller units away
from exposed locations.
The more recent measurement re
sults confirm good progress and com
pliance with the emission guideline
values at the officially defined receptor
points, the residential buildings clos
est to the plant. Values between 42
and 44 dB(A) were determined here
for the proportion of operating noise
of the cement plant after an external
noise correction for 2016.

•• Noise management,
instruction of the employ
ees for adhering to the
noise protection measures
•• Regularly scheduled meas
urements, identification of
noise sources
•• Silencers at inlet and
outlet openings
•• Protected installation of
installations, enclosure
•• Soundproof gates

NOISE LEVELS MEASURED DURING NIGHT-TIME AND VERIFICATION MEASUREMENTS IN HERZFELDE dB(A)
Guideline
value night

Equivalent sound level
without traffic

Operating noise
Cement plant

1997

2012

2014

2016

2012

2014

2016

Hauptstr. 85

45

52

45.3

44.5

43

42

41

42

Hauptstr. 70c

45

50

45.7

44.5

42

45

43

44

Ziegelstr. 6

45

47

46.2

43.8

42

45

41

43

41
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WATER PROTECTION
AT CEMEX

Großer Stienitzsee lake, © CEMEX

Through the multiple use of the cooling water, the
withdrawal and discharge quantities of water from the
Großer Stienitzsee lake could be significantly reduced.
The requirement of cooling in the ce
ment production process is signifi
cant. In order to achieve the econom
ical use of natural resources, cooling
water is recirculated – in other words,
we count on the multiple use of water.
For this purpose, two cooling towers
are operated in Rüdersdorf. As far as
possible, existing resources are used
to feed these circuits. In Rüdersdorf,
this is rainwater. The respectively re
quired amount of water is shown in the
graph on the right. In 2017, the specific
water extraction was 43 l/t of cement.
This includes withdrawals from sur
face water for operational purposes
and the purchase of drinking water.
With regard to the development of
drinking water consumption, it should
be noted that actual water consump
tion was probably higher in 2016 and
2017. The meter operated by the water
board was defective during this period
and did not meter correctly.

For use of rainwater and for multiple The discharged water is analysed on a
use of cooling water, a 2,000 cubic monthly basis (see table on next page).
metre rainwater retention basin was
constructed prior to discharge into
the Großer Stienitzsee lake. Beyond
COOLING AND PROCESS WATER
this technical function, this reservoir
REQUIREMENT, 2017
serves another very important safety
Date in
role in case of an oil accident in the
Rüdersdorf
millions m³
cement plant. An oil detector at the
Required cooling and
reservoir inlet detects even the small
6.0
process water
est of oil quantities and triggers an
Withdrawal from water bodies
0.3
alarm. The water flow into the pool
is significantly calmed down so that
Discharge into water bodies
0.12
any existing oil can accumulate on the
water surface. From there, it can be
collected by means of an absorbent
or a pumping vehicle and disposed.
Additionally, the part of the water dis
charged into Großer Stienitzsee lake is
channelled via an oil and coalescence
separator. In addition to the oil, this
The water requirement for
naturally also retains settleable sub
the operation of a cement
stances and thus further reduces the
plant usually comprises
contamination of the lake.
the following three areas:

WATER
REQUIREMENT

•• Cooling water for the
machines and systems
•• Process water for the
production process
•• Drinking water for the
supply and for the
sanitation areas

THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS WATER PROTECTION

SUBSTANCES HAZARDOUS
TO WATER

QUANTITY CIRCULATION SYSTEM FOR COOLING AND PROCESS WATERin 10 3 m3

Cooling circuit
kiln line 5

Evaporation

Cooling circuit
cement cooler
185.5

Evaporation

6.9

3,577.7

Precipitation

1.3
120

3.9

2.4

1.1

10.8

Bypass
12.5
VDK
Cooler
filter
263
0.3

2,261.3
Gravel filter

303.5

Lake withdrawal
122.7

In cement plants, liquid substances that
are hazardous to water are generally
used as auxiliary materials. Examples
are diesel, heating oil, milling aids, am
monia water (to reduce NOXemissions),
fresh and used oil. These substances
are stored in double-walled tanks or
over collecting trays. In accordance
with the legal requirements, these stor
age facilities are regularly inspected
by the German Technical Inspection
Board (TÜV).

188.8

TRANSPORT OF
DANGEROUS GOODS

Rainwater retention basins

Lake discharge

AVERAGE CONTENTS OF THE COOLING AND RAINWATER
DISCHARGED INTO GROSER STIENITZSEE LAKE
2015

2016

2017

Filterable substances

g/t Cement

0.038

0.294

0.221

Chemical oxygen demand

g/t Cement

< 1.527

< 0.992

< 0.919

Total hydrocarbons

g/t Cement

< 0.004

< 0.005

< 0.006

Phosphorous

g/t Cement

0.006

0.007

0.007

Hazardous goods are transported in
compliance with the applicable na
tional and international regulations.
The company’s own tank truck sup
plies the heavy-duty equipment in
limestone open-cast mining with
diesel of hazardous goods class 3.
In addition to diesel, clinker powder
of dangerous goods class 9 and coal
dust of dangerous goods class 4.2
are transported.

ANALYSIS OF SOIL AND
GROUNDWATER
As part of an approval procedure, a
so-called initial status report was com
missioned in 2014. According to this,
it must be examined whether con
tamination of the soil or groundwater
on our premises has been caused by
the handling of substances that are
subject to the Hazardous Substances
Ordinance. No contamination was de
termined. These analyses/audits will
now be conducted at regularly recur
ring intervals.

1 Storage of substances hazardous to water using the example of ammonia storage for the reduction of
NOX emissions | 2 Water discharge in Großer Stienitzsee lake, © CEMEX
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RESOURCE CONSERVATION
THROUGH SECONDARY FUELS
In replacement of natural fuels such as lignite and
anthracite, secondary fuels contribute to an ecologically
sensitive cement production in various ways.
RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION –
A SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT
At the Rüdersdorf cement plant, sec
ondary fuels for the production of ce
ment clinker have been used for over
20 years. Approx. four million tonnes
of secondary fuels have been used as
fuel since 1997. Of these, three mil
lion tonnes have been used in the ro
tary fluidised bed of Kiln Line 5 alone,
which is the main application area of
secondary fuels. During the last eight
years, a stable portion of 70 to 74 per
cent of the heat required for the ce
ment clinker production was covered
by secondary fuels (see the diagram
in the upper right corner of the next
page). This way, considerable quan
tities of natural fuels such as lignite
and anthracite could be saved. This
saving of natural resources is only
one of the advantages of the use of
secondary fuels.

•• Sewage sludge that is dried and
used as fuel cannot be used in farm
ing where it is generally deployed in
the fields. Thus a contamination of
•• By reprocessing wastes into sec
the ground water with phosphates
ondary fuels, materials no longer
and nitrates is prevented. Potential
usable are transferred to a second
residues of medicinal products or
and third use. They then serve as
pathogens are safely destroyed
fuel, and the ashes produced in this
during the burning process.
process are recycled as a raw ma
Due to the given reasons, we consider
terial component.
the usage of secondary fuels as a sus
•• The wastes are utilised thermally. tainable development and will continue
This way, there will be no further en on the path we have taken. Our aim
vironmental impact. Pollutants will is to further extend the usage of sec
not be leached into the ground or ondary fuels. We will submit a licence
surface water and the oceans will application that allows for completely
not be polluted.
covering the heat requirements of the
kiln system using secondary fuels.
•• Burning entirely removes the animal
meal, which was produced from ani
mal waste, from the human food chain.

OTHER POSITIVE
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
ASPECTS

THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS SAVING RESOURCES THROUGH THE USE OF SECONDARY MATERIALS

PROCESS OPTIMISATION

DEVELOPMENT OF THE THERMAL UTILISATION FROM SECONDARY MATERIALS
%

74

72.4

71.3

70.1

70.9

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

71.1

69.4

73.8

59.5
2007

2011

56
2006

73.7

55
2005

52
2004

2012

2009

2008

2002

2001

2000

1999

1998

0

9

10

19

20

51

32

30

36

44

40

48

50

2003

60

63.7

70

2010

80

1997

The kiln system has two lighting units,
the calciner, and the rotary kiln burner.
The calciner supplies approx. 60 per
cent, the rotary kiln burner approx. 40
percent of the heat required by the
kiln system. The following graphic
summarises the quantity shares of
the secondary fuel types used.
Regarding the secondary fuel usage
in Kiln Line 5, the central element of
the fuel supply to the calciner is the
rotary fluidised bed. Here, in partic
ular replacement fuel with only a low
heat value of 13,000 to 16,000 kJ/kg
is turned into a lean gas that is used
as a fuel to the calciner. The rotary
fluidised bed plant covers approx.
half of the heat required by the total
kiln line. Above all, household and in
dustrial waste as well as roofing felt
are used for the production of this
replacement fuel. During the repro
cessing of the replacement fuel, re
cyclable fractions such as metal and
plastic in addition to contaminants
are separated for recycling.
Furthermore, mineral waste with
few combustible portions such as

foundry sand and road construction An additional burner pipe was mounted
waste containing tar or bitumen is laterally adjacent to the existing rotary
used in the rotary fluidised bed.
kiln burner. High-calorific replacement
The direct use of dried sewage fuel is injected into the kiln and utilised.
sludge and replacement fuels from The new burner pipe’s arrangement
recycled household and industrial improves the combustion conditions
waste allowed for covering the 60 per in the rotary kiln. This is essential to
cent heat required at the calciner al guarantee long-term high quality of
most completely with secondary fuels. the produced cement clinker.
At the rotary kiln burner, the second
In Germany, depositing sewage
ary fuel usage was optimised using a sludge on agricultural fields has been
so-called satellite burner (see image). greatly reduced since a new Sewage

MIX OF SECONDARY FUELS IN 2017

Mineral residuals 5.6%
RF ZWS
including
roofing felt
60.4%

Dried sewage sludge 4.7%
RF calciner 8.3%
RF DO-burner 9.7%

Shares of the
total quantity
delivered
307,626 t

Animal meal 11.3%

Satellite burner, © CEMEX
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HEAVY METALS CONTAINED IN SECONDARY FUELS IN 2017 – CEMENT PLANT RÜDERSDORF
Replacement fuel including roofing felt and a mix of road
construction waste and foundry sand

Sewage waste granules

520 analyses

49 analyses

Heavy metal
Requirements
80th percentile

2017 analysis results
Median
80th percentile

Requirements
80th percentile

2017 analysis results
Median
80th percentile

Arsenic

20

2.5

4.4

20

4.2

6.3

Lead

350

73

110

350

29

38

Cadmium

10

1.0

2.6

10

1.2

1.2

Chromium

200

62

110

350

29

47

Cobalt

20

6.0

8.4

20

6.9

8.5

Copper

750

130

430

1,500

380

770

Nickel

100

20

38

100

20

25

Quicksilver

1.5

0.26

0.37

2.5

0.46

0.59

3

<0.5

<0.5

3

<0.5

<0.5

Thallium

Sludge and Fertiliser Ordinance has QUALITY ASSURANCE
come into force. Consequently, some
treatment plant operators have de The described high use ratio of sec
cided to dry the sewage sludge and ondary fuels is possible only if all sup
try to find new ways of utilisation. This pliers ensure the on-time delivery of
gave CEMEX Zement GmbH the op secondary fuels that meet the quality
portunity to further expand the ex requirements and are homogeneously
isting usage of dried sewage sludge recycled. To guarantee process sta
granules (see the figure in the right bility and high environmental sustain
corner below). Thus, the number of ability at the same time, all recycling
two to five sewage sludge suppliers plants work on the basis of their own
delivering in parallel in the years 2005 quality assurance systems. These in
to 2014 has increased to nine suppli clude controlling both the delivered
ers in the year 2017. This tendency will wastes and the recycled secondary
continue in the near future.
fuels. The control analyses of the

secondary fuels serve as declara
tion analyses approving the delivery
to the cement plant. After the accep
tance of the fuels at the cement plant,
samples of incoming secondary fuels
are taken and the compliance of the
allowed constituents is checked. This
control process also includes moni
toring through independent laborato
ries as a form of external monitoring
and reporting the results of in-house
monitoring to the competent authori
ties (see the table above).

1 Transport of
secondary materials to
the storage bin
2 Dried sewage sludge
granules
© CEMEX

WASTES FROM
CEMENT PLANT
OPERATION

WASTE MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRY
Almost 100 per cent of the waste occurring during
cement production is recovered in an environmentally
friendly way.
Cement production is a low-waste
process. However, waste is produced
during tasks carried out concurrent
to production, such as maintenance
work. This waste is sorted as well as
possible in order to enable efficient
and environmentally friendly recycling.
By now, almost all waste is recovered.
We hire certified waste management
companies for waste disposal.

In Rüdersdorf, 1.2 kg of waste was
generated per tonne of product. 96%
of all waste could be recovered. The
very small portion that needs to be
disposed relates almost exclusively
to hazardous waste, such as cleaning
rags or waste grease, which cannot
be recovered due to their properties.

•• Resources contaminated
with oil, such as cleaning
rags and oil filters
•• Waste oil and waste grease
•• Used filter bags and belt
conveyors
•• Packaging made of paper
and plastics
•• Scrap
•• Kiln linings
•• Used electrical appliances,
such as fluorescent tubes,
computers
•• Paper
•• Domestic-type
commercial waste

DEVELOPMENT OF THE PRODUCTION-SPECIFIC WASTE VOLUMES

t
3000

2,991

2,748

2500

2,986
2,615

2,539
2,131

2000
1500
1000
500
0

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

1 Waste is sorted as well as possible
in order to enable efficient and
environmentally friendly recycling.
2 Used rags are collected,
washed, and reused.
© CEMEX
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Cooling tower for cooling and process water recirculation, © CEMEX

The positive results in
the reduction of
CO2 emissions mainly
come from the
following areas:

FROM CLIMATE
PROTECTION TO
ENERGY EFFICIENCY

•• Increased energy efficiency
during utilisation of thermal
and electrical energy
•• Substitution of fossil
fuels with the energetic
utilisation of alternative
fuels

In recent years, a large part of the potentials to reduce
energy consumption were discovered and exploited.
The trend toward renewable sources
of energy has been a dominant issue
in Germany affecting all aspects of life.
The Federal Government has formu
lated very ambitious targets in this
regard. An overarching goal is the re
duction of greenhouse gases by 40%
in 2020 compared to 1990 levels. To
achieve this, the share of renewable
energies in power generation must
expand to 35% by 2020 while primary
energy consumption must fall by 20%
and electricity consumption by 10%
compared to 2008 levels. This reduc
tion in consumption should primarily
be achieved through an increase in
energy efficiency.

To achieve this goal by the year 2020,
the emission of only 750 million tonnes
of CO2 would have been allowed (com
pared with 1,250 millions in the year
1990). However, 906 million tonnes
were emitted in 2017. At present, the
reduction is approx. 27 per cent com
pared with 1990 and thus the goal has
not been achieved.
CEMEX Zement GmbH, as part of
the German cement industry, is aware
of its responsibility as an emitter of
carbon dioxide and has made ef
forts to reduce the CO2 emissions
and increase the energy efficiency
for many years.

HEAT CONSUMPTION in kJ/kg CLINKER

6,000

The BAT area acc. to BREF refers to a kiln
for production of 5,000 t/d clinker with SBS
incl. start-up and shut-down processes
and lies between 3280–3620 kJ/kg.

5,500
5,000

kJ/kg Clinker
BVT

4,500
4,000
3,500

BAT

3,000
2,500
2,000

1990

2015

2016

2017

•• Substitution of the burned
intermediate product
cement clinker contained
in the cement with other
materials (reduction of the
clinker cement factor)

Especially with regard to the energy
efficiency increase, we have made
considerable efforts in recent years
to detect and utilise all potentials
to reduce the energy consumption.
It should be noted that the energy
costs can account for up to 50 per
cent of the production costs. This is,
and was, a major reason why German
plants have already exploited poten
tial energy savings to a high degree
in the past and further reduction po
tentials are accordingly extremely
limited from today’s perspective. In
addition, increasing environmental
requirements and the need for more
powerful or specialised products
often lead to an escalation of energy
consumption. Yet we do not accept
any stagnancy in our own objective
to reduce the process-related CO2
emissions significantly over the com
ing years. On that account, CEMEX
is active in various research projects
to find answers to the question what
technological strategy has the high
est potential regarding the reduction
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About half of the overall electrical energy is required for cement milling. Combining a ball mill with a roller press allows
for saving about 30 per cent of energy. © CEMEX

of the process-related CO2 emissions
in the next 10 to 15 years.
In the Rüdersdorf Cement Plant,
basic modernisation measures were
carried out in the 1990s and the ob
solete production facilities were up
graded to state-of-the-art technol
ogy. The foundations were therefore
laid to achieve a very good BAT (Best
Available Techniques) level in the area
of heating and electric energy con
sumption. The potential for process
improvements has since been more
or less exhausted (see the diagrams:
previous page and below).
However, it is clear that the BAT
level can only be achieved with trou
ble-free operation and optimal oper
ating parameters. To tap into hidden
potentials and ensure systematic work,
the existing Quality and Environmental
Management System was extended
by the area of “Energy” in 2010. In
energy efficiency teams also smaller
improvement potentials are discussed,

and strategic and operative energy
objectives are defined and measures
pursued until their final evaluation.
Newer process performance parame
ters such as faults per unit time, oper
ating time between two faults (MTBS)
or system efficiency as the product of
availability and productivity (see the
diagram above: Process performance
parameters – kiln efficiency).

Even after 2000, genuine room for im
provement remained for CO2 emissions
through the use of alternative fuels
with a higher content of biogenic, i.e.
CO2 neutral carbon when compared
to coal. At the moment, the use ratio
of secondary fuels at the Rüdersdorf
site is approx. 75 percent. In order to
exploit all CO2 reduction potentials,
CEMEX Zement GmbH endeavours to

SPECIFIC ELECTRICAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION in KWh/t CEMENT

150

Benchmark for efficient
electric power consumption in
cement production 100–110 kWh /t

140
130

KWh /t Zement

120
110
100
90
80
70
60

1990

2015

2016

2017

MEASURES TO
REDUCE CO2
•• Lower fuel consumption:
30 per cent
•• Biogenic carbon in
the secondary fuel:
40 per cent

KILN EFFICIENCY IN PER CENT

•• Substitution of
clinker in the cement:
30 per cent

100 %
95 %
90 %

90 %
87 %
84 %

85 %
80 %
75 %
70 %

2015

2016

increase the secondary fuel rate up to
100 percent (see the diagram below:
CO2 emissions per Tonne of Clinker
according to EU Emissions Trade).
Monitoring according to the European
Emission Trading System relates only
to the intermediate product clinker.
With regard to the final product ce
ment (assuming there is an average
clinker content across the whole

2017

product range), the specific CO2 emis
sion in 2017 is 525 kg CO2/t of cement,
that is 38 per cent less than the 843kg
CO2/t in 1990. If fuel-related carbon
emissions are exclusively considered,
a reduction of over 60 per cent has
even been achieved.

CO2 EMISSIONS AS OF 1990

1,100

kJ/kg Clinker
Benchmark

1,000
900
Benchmark 766 kg CO2 / t Clinker

800
700
600
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Cement transport with Central German Railway (“Mitteldeutsche Eisenbahn”), © Michael Neuhaus for DB Schenker Rail AG

INDIRECT
ENVIRONMENTAL
ASPECTS IN THE
FOCUS
•• Emissions from the
provision of electric power
•• Supply chains for raw and
auxiliary materials

INDIRECT ENVIRONMENTAL
ASPECTS
Indirect environmental aspects are those which are related to the manufacture of our products, but which are
carried out and have an impact at a different location and
can therefore not be fully controlled by our company.
ELECTRIC POWER

SUPPLY CHAIN

The efforts to reduce the electrical The main raw material component,
energy consumption have been de limestone, is delivered from the nearby
scribed in the previous chapter.
open-pit mine on belt conveyors. All
From all emissions caused by elec other raw materials and fuels must be
tricity generation, CO2 emissions transported to the premises. For this,
are of particular interest. We take as a railway and waterway connection is
a basis the emission factor for the available alongside the road network.
electricity mix to calculate the con When selecting suppliers, the means
tribution from our activities. For 2017, of transport are also included in the
this is 925 grams CO2 /kWh result assessment. For example, today an
ing in an indirect CO2 emission of hydrite and coal are delivered by rail,
209,957 tonnes CO2.
calcium fluoride, bauxite, iron ore and
For our electricity needs this results wet ashes partially by ship. Transport
in an indirect CO2 emission per tonne route and type are reflected also in the
of produced products of 87.5 kg CO2/t. CO2 footprint of the product.

CO2 FOOTPRINT
A programme has been developed at
CEMEX which allows calculation of
the entire CO2 emissions generated
by the manufacture of each product,
from the provision of raw and auxiliary
materials to readiness for shipment of
the finished product. It thus includes
direct and indirect CO2 emissions.
The result ranges from about
3 0 0 kg C O 2/ t c e m e n t f o r a
CEM III/B 42,4 N-HS up to 850 kg CO2/t
cement for a CEM I 42,5 N(re). The
average value for our entire cement
portfolio is 650 kg CO2/t cement.
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Berlin, IGA-Arena, © CEMEX

CORE
INDICATORS
The core indicators are used for standardised illustration
of a company's environmental performance and its
development / improvement.
The indicators give particular weight
to the direct environmental aspects
which have been identified as being
essential.

The following core indicators always
refer to the sum of all products speci
fied in the input-output analysis.

CORE INDICATORS

CORE INDICATORS

2015

2016

2017

Emissions
Dust

kg/t

0.05

0.02

0.03

NOX

kg/t

0.58

0.52

0.61

SO2

kg/t

0.53

0.52

0.52

CO2

kg/t

537

495

552

Other greenhouse gases are negligible or cannot be measured.

Waste
Non-hazardous

kg/t

1.21

1.11

1.17

Hazardous

kg/t

0.03

0.02

0.06

m²/t

0.07

0.08

0.07

m³/t

0.15

0.14

0.13

MWh/t

0.73

0.66

0.77

MWh/t

0.24

0.25

0.29

MWh/t

0.1

0.09

0.09

MWh/t

0

0

0

MWh/t

0.83

0.75

0.86

t /t

1.38

1.32

1.4

Biological diversity
Sealed area

Water
Total consumption

Energy
Fuels
Share of renewable
Electric power
Share of renewable
Total energy consumption

Materials
Input quantities /products
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMME
RÜDERSDORF CEMENT PLANT
STATEMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMME RÜDERSDORF PLANT 2017 / 2018			

AS OF 19/07/2018

Objectives

Specific objectives / actions

Responsible

Implementation of
legal requirements

Execution of an environmental
impact analysis (EIA)

Environmental protection

•

Process engineering

Process optimisation by introducing an
expert system for controlling KL5

Maintenance, Head of Production

•

Loading time optimisation by reducing the waiting
times during cement shipment

Project department

•

Automatic carriage recognition to accelerate dispatch
and to avoid incorrect entries

Maintenance

•

Completion of the optimisation measures to the
SNCR plant to guarantee the new NOX limit value of
200 mg/m³ as of 01.01.2019

Project department,
Environmental protection

•

Reduction of the noise emission in the area of
furnace shell cooling

Maintenance, Production

•

Continuous noise measurements with
stationary sound level meter

Environmental protection

•

Planning to feed clinker to reduce emissions

Project department,
Plant Management

•

Usage of sweepers in public streets up to the port

Head of Production

–

Optimisation of lime hydrate feeding to reduce SO2

Head of Continuous Improvement

•

2.0% diesel fuel savings of
the open-pit mine

Open-pit mine

•

Preparation of a study / concept for the replacement
of the existing RMA 4-7 hot gas generators

Project department,
Plant Management

•

Emission reduction

Energy efficiency

• Successfully completed
• Nearing successful completion
– Processing stopped

Status

ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMME RÜDERSDORF CEMENT PLANT

ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMME RÜDERSDORF PLANT 2018 / 2019

AS OF 19/07/2018

Objectives

Specific objectives / actions

Responsible

Implementation of legal
requirements

Approval of 100% secondary fuel utilisation

Environmental protection

Mid-2019

Sustainability

Nature conservation and diversity, information,
sensitisation and creating awareness regarding
sustainability issues

Environmental protection

End of 2019

Process optimisation for controlling the OL5 by
expert system

Head of Production

End of 2018

Automatic carriage recognition to accelerate
dispatch and to avoid incorrect entries

Maintenance

End of 2018

Completion of the optimisation measures to the
SNCR plant to guarantee the new NOX limit value of
200 mg/m³ as of 01.01.2019

Project department,
Environmental protection

End of 2018

Studies to improve the dedusting situation of
clinker transport to clinker warehouse

Project department

End of 2018

Optimisation of lime hydrate feeding to
reduce SO2

Head of Continuous Improvement

Continuation of renovation of wastewater sewer

Maintenance

End of 2018

Sustainable improvement of the plants of
the cooling water circulation system

Head of Production, Environmental
protection, Maintenance

1. Qtr. 2019

CO2 reduction of 1.5 kg/t cement by
increased use of sewage sludge

Production, Purchasing

End of 2019

Process engineering

Emission reduction

Waterways protection

Energy efficiency,
CO 2 reduction

Date

Mid-2019
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GLOSSARY
Waste All movable items the owner wishes
or is obliged to dispose of. This can be assumed when these items accumulate without this being the purpose of the respective
action, or the original function of the items is
no longer relevant and no new purpose can
replace the previous one.
Audit Systematic, independent and documented process to assess/verify the company's environmental performance.
Autochthonous: Rocks belonging to a location on which site-related vegetation
can develop.
B[a]P Benzo[a]pyrene is a polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, which is often taken as
reference substance for the group.
Concrete Artificial stone that is produced
by mixing and subsequent hardening of cement with water and aggregates (sand, gravel,
crushed stone).
Biogenic fuels Fuels based on renewable
raw materials; their combustion is considered CO2 neutral.
BREF (BAT reference document) A document of the European Commission that describes the best available techniques (BAT)
for the prevention and reduction of environmental impacts caused by industry (here cement manufacture).
Bypass A bypass is used to withdraw volatile compounds from the kiln. The dust is readded to the process in the next stage, the
cement grinding process.

CO2 Gas generated in particular during the
burning of carbon fuels, but also during
de-acidification of limestone (CaCO3).

Granulated slag Blast furnace slag which
is shock-cooled in a special granulation plant
which leads to latent-hydraulic properties

Chromate reduction Reduction of the water-soluble chromate (VI) content in the dermatologically sensitising ready-mix concrete
in cement to less than 2mg/kg by adding a
reducing agent (iron sulphate or tin sulphate).

Hydration Reaction of substance with water
which leads to the inclusion or adsorption of
water. In building materials chemistry, hydration is the process in which a bonding agent
(e.g. cement) cures with the addition of water.

EMAS Europe-wide eco-management and
audit scheme according to which organisations undertake to voluntarily review and
improve their environmental performance.

Cements containing blast furnace slag In
addition to Portland clinker, granulated slag
is another main component. The result is
Portland slag cement with a granulated slag
content of 35% and blast furnace cement with
a higher share of granulated slag. Granulated
slag facilitates the production of cement with
specific properties.

Emission Discharge of solid, liquid or gaseous substances into the environment. Noise
and odours are also considered emissions.
Emissions trading Market instrument of
climate politics under which the pollution
emitters must have respective emission certificates and the overall emission is limited by
a restricted issue of certificates. Certificates
can be acquired or sold on the basis of need
and availability. So far, the system includes
about 12,000 plants in 30 European countries.
Fluff Secondary fuel recycled from fractions of
light and high-calorific parts from commercial
and municipal solid waste (e.g., paper, cardboard, textiles, wood, plastics, roofing felt).
High-pressure grinding roll Also referred to
as roller press. For a short while, the mill feed
is exposed to high pressure between two rollers rotating in opposite directions; the grinding takes place in the so-called milling bed.

Immission Impact of emissions on the environment (humans, animals, plants, buildings, etc.)
Calciner Entrained flow reactor which is situated between the rotary kiln and the cyclone
pre-heater and facilitates de-acidification of
the burning material under optimal reaction
conditions already before the rotary kiln. To
achieve this, up to 60% of the fuel is shifted
from the rotary kiln burner to the calciner.
Clinker Grey, granular intermediate product in cement production produced in the
rotary kiln by heating the raw material up to
the sintering temperature of about 1,450°C.
Ball mill Tubular, armoured assembly in
which milling balls move by rotation thus
crushing the mill feed.

CEMEX GLOSSARY

Life cycle analysis Method to assess the
impacts of a product on its surroundings, from
the extraction of raw materials, the production and use up to its final disposal.
Marl Sediment rock from a mix of clay and
carbonates. When favourably mixed, it is an
ideal raw material for cement production. As
a rule, the precise raw material formula must
be set by adding clay or limestone.
Sustainable development "Sustainability
means to equally consider environmental
aspects, social and economic aspects. Thus,
future-oriented management means: We must
leave our children and grandchildren an intact
ecological, social and economic fabric. The
one cannot be achieved without the other.”
(www.initiative-nachhaltigkeit.de)
NO2 Total of nitrogen oxides. It mainly develops in high-temperature combustion processes,
and mostly comes as NO2 under atmospheric
conditions. In case of strong insolation, it is
an ozone-precursor chemical and thus considered a cause of summer smog.
Oil and coalescence separator Device for
the separation of oil and other light liquids
from water on the basis of different densities.
Raw mill After the resources have been extracted in the quarries, crushed in the bucket
and transported to the cement plant, all raw
materials are ground in the raw mill and, at
the same time, dried. Subsequently, the resulting raw meal is transported to the rotary
kiln via a conveyor belt.

Secondary materials Processed wastes
which replace natural materials and thus
help to conserve natural resources (secondary raw materials in case of primary use of
their material properties and alternative fuels
in case of primary use of their heating value).

Bowl mill crusher (also roller mill) Here,
drying, grinding and classifying take place
in one unit where the mill feed is crushed
under grinding rollers by means of a rotating milling disc.

Classifier mill Also called closed circuit mills
with bucket elevator. Grinding mill in which
the mill feed is channelled into a classifier and
classified into coarse and fine material. The
coarse material is charged into the mill again.

Cement Hydraulic bonding agent which,
after the addition of water, is malleable when
fresh. Subsequently, it sets both in the air
and under water and attains high strength
durability. Basic component for concrete as
a building material.

SNCR Selective Non Catalytic Reduction.
Process to reduce NO2 emissions in a waste
gas stream by the addition of an agent containing ammonia and urea in a temperature
range of about 850-1.050 °C. The reaction
products are N2 und H2O.

Cyclone preheater Fuel-saving technology
in cement production in which the raw meal
is transported through various cyclone stages
arranged over one another and, by means of
the hot exhaust gases from the kiln, is preheated up to about 850°C.

SO2 Colourless gas which largely develops
as an undesired by-product in the combustion of sulphurous fossil energy sources (coal,
oil) and is released in various industrial processes. Causes acid rain.
Succession Natural development of vegetation (from the primary colonisers such as
lichen and moss to the final stage of mixed
forest) as would exist under the on-site conditions without human interference.
Dry sorption technique (also dry additive method) Method to purify exhaust gas
in which a substance (sorbent) is charged
into an exhaust gas stream in the form of
powder, where it absorbs hazardous components; subsequently, it is separated from
the gas stream together with the hazardous
components. In this case, separation of SO2
with the help of lime hydrate.
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The next consolidated environmental
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Furthermore, we will prepare an annual updated
environmental statement.
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